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Abstract

The word similarity task is used to calculate the similarity of any pair of words, and is a basic technology of natural language

processing (NLP). The existing method is based on word embedding, which fails to capture polysemy and is greatly influenced

by the quality of the corpus. In this paper, we propose a multi-prototype Chinese word representation model (MP-CWR) for

word similarity based on synonym knowledge base, including knowledge representation module and word similarity module.

For the first module, we propose a dual attention to combine semantic information for jointly learning word knowledge

representation. The MP-CWR model utilizes the synonyms as prior knowledge to supplement the relationship between

words, which is helpful to solve the challenge of semantic expression due to insufficient data. As for the word similarity

module, we propose a multi-prototype representation for each word. Then we calculate and fuse the conceptual similarity

of two words to obtain the final result. Finally, we verify the effectiveness of our model on three public data sets with other

baseline models. In addition, the experiments also prove the stability and scalability of our MP-CWR model under different

corpora.

Keywords Chinese word representation · Multi-prototype · Synonym knowledge base · Word semantic disambiguation

Introduction

Word similarity (WS) is a critical task in NLP, and its

intended scope is to measure the relatedness or similarity

degree between word pairs [1–4]. Currently, the most pop-

ular method to solve this task is word embedding [5–7],

which yields low-dimensional word vectors from corpora

to calculate word similarity. It also has become a relevant

topic in recent years and plays a really important role in

NLP downstream tasks, such as Word sense disambigua-

tion [8,9], machine translation [10,11], text summarization

[12,13], context identification system [14].

Most research methods, such as Word2vec [15] and GloVe

[16], obtain a single vector of each word by training spe-

cial corpora. They can not capture polysemy, because every

word vector is associated to a certain meaning. This has led
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to research on languages that contain rich semantic informa-

tion, such as Chinese, becoming a hot topic. To overcome

this problem, multi-prototype word embedding models have

been built [17–20], which mainly utilize context clustering to

represent the different meanings of words. However, there are

still some problems that should be addressed. These include

the fact that it is difficult to determine the number of clusters

and the clustering results may not correspond to each mean-

ing of a word. In addition, these methods are difficult to use,

since they require a really significant amount of data with

high quality for training model.

Some recent studies attempted to incorporate additional

external knowledge base, which can not only clarify each of

the different meanings of a word, but also include additional

relationships between words in case of insufficient data.

WordNet [21] is one of the most commonly used external

knowledge bases in English. Chen et al. [22] applied Word-

Net to train vectors for different meanings of polysemous

words, and proposed a character-enhanced word embedding

model (CWE). After that, more fine-grained Chinese rad-

icals and other information have been added to represent

words [23,25,39]. The most popular Chinese knowledge

bases include HowNet [26] and Tongyici Cilin [27]. Dong
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and Dong [26] employed one or more sememes which repre-

sent word concepts in HowNet (a Chinese concept database),

while Tongyici Cilin utilizes synonyms or related words to

aggregate each word sense. Niu et al. [20] proposed a sememe

attention over target model (SAT) used HowNet to learn rep-

resentations of sememes, senses and words, and added an

attention scheme for sense detection. The above methods all

calculated the word similarity using the word embedding.

However, a common limitation of these models is that they

ignore whether the word embedding can represent accurate

semantic information or not due to the quality problems of

the training corpus.

In this paper, to study Chinese polysemous expressions on

limited data for improving the word similarity, we first intro-

duce synonym knowledge base to learn semantic information

of words, and propose a multi-prototype Chinese word rep-

resentation model, which regards the frame of Skip-gram in

word2vec [15,28] as the foundation. In our model, we look

up synonyms for words and construct two similarity matrices

for each word: the former is based on the pre-trained word

vectors, the latter is based on synonyms or related words from

synonym knowledge base. Then we use an attention mech-

anism to identify and modify the incorrect vectors obtained

in the pre-trained vectors. Finally, each word is represented

by multi-prototype vectors.

To evaluate the model proposed in this paper, we con-

duct experiments on several different corpora. In the word

similarity task, the results show that our model has an opti-

mal performance and is adaptable to various data set choices

compared to other methods. In the nearest neighbor detection

task, our model outperforms the existing baseline models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we introduce

existing approaches of word embedding for word similarity

in second section, and describe our model in third section.

Then, we present the results and performance comparisons in

fourth section followed by the conclusions and next research

plan in the final section.

Related work

Since word representation plays an important role in word

similarity [2,3], it has become a relevant topic both for

industry and academia. This paper is mainly based on word

embedding method to improve the word similarity task,

hence we mainly explore the research of word embedding.

Word embeddingmodels

In the early stages, it was common to use one-hot vectors to

represent words, which leaded to dimensional disaster. To

address this problem, there are two methods: matrix fac-

torization and distributed representation. The former is a

typical method that involves low-dimensional vectors from

sparse matrices [29], such as LSA and PPMI [30]. Currently,

with the continuous development of deep learning, the later

distributed representation is becoming more and more pop-

ular, various models are shown in Table 1. Neural Network

Language Model (NNLM) [31] trained a fully connected net-

work to reduce dimensions of words and at the same time

the vector representation of similar words is similar. How-

ever, the input of the model is a fixed number of context

words, which cannot obtain the information of further words.

Recurrent Neural Network Language Model (RNNLM) [32]

used RNN instead of the fully connected neural network to

model language model. Later, Word2Vec [15,28] and GloVe

[16] are successively proposed. Word2vec [15,28] consists

of two models: CBOW (Continuous Bag-of-Word Model)

and Skip-gram. CBOW model predicts the vector represen-

tation of the current word by context words, and Skip-gram

model is based on the vector representation of the current

word to predict the vector representations of context words.

GloVe [16] (Global vectors for word representation) model

takes into account both the global statistical features and the

local context features of the corpus. And the experimental

effect is similar to that of word2vec, but it takes up more

memory.

Since then, most of the methods are just based on the

above models. Lu et al. [33] proposed a position-sensitive

Skip-gram model to the task of similarity calculation and

entity recognition. Bojanowski et al. [34] added sub-word

information to construct the Fasttext model, which took the

Skip-gram model with negative sampling and performed fast

in model training with a large corpus. At the same time,

N-grams co-occurrence statistics information was applied

to four word representation models: SGNS, GloVe, PPMI

matrix and its SVD factorization [35], and it was proved

to be useful to find antonyms and relieve computing bur-

den. Then, Song et al. [36] decided to distinguish the left

and right context in Word2vec model, by proposing a Direc-

tional Skip-gram (DSG) model. The experiment attested its

effectiveness in both semantic and syntactic information rep-

resentation. Heo et al. [37] proposed a model to evaluate

semantic similarity using both global and local information.

Meng et al. [38] proposed an unsupervised word embed-

ding learning model combining local and global context. By

simply extending the Word2Vec structures, their objective

function included the loss corresponding to global context.

In addition, some fine-tuned models are proposed, they have

integrated some other information, such as sentimental infor-

mation [39], character information [22,39], document labels

[40,41], syntactic information [42], on the basis of their orig-

inal pre-trained vectors. In recent years, some new models

have also been proposed, such as ELMo (Embeddings from

Language Models) [43] and BERT (Bidirectional Encoder

Representations from Transformer) [44]. Peters et al. [43]
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Table 1 A table of the related

work for distributed word

representation

Models Years Techniques Contributions

NNLM 2003 A fully connected neural A pioneering work

[31] network is used

RNNLM 2010 RNN Complete historical

[32] information is captured

Word2Vec 2013 Word context information Word embedding

[15,28] is considered is proposed

Glove 2014 The global statistical and The effect is

[16] local context features are added similar to word2vec

CWE 2015 Character information Semantic ambiguity

[22] is introduced is alleviated

SCWE 2016 Internal structure of words Semantic ambiguity

[23] is considered is alleviated

Fasttext 2017 Sub-word information The OOV problem

[34] is added is alleviated

SAT 2017 Concept information of Semantic ambiguity

[20] HowNet is incorporated is alleviated

DSG 2018 The orientation of context The directions of words

[36] words is considered can be pointed out

WE model 2019 Distributional and ontology-based Deep analysis of different

[45] information are combined methods are explored

BERT 2019 The context of all layers Deep bidirectional

[44] are considered representation is pre-trained

Meng et al. 2020 Both global and local Complementary word

[38] information is considered contexts are captured

proposed ELMo model, which used linear combination of

layers to represent word vectors based on bidirectional lan-

guage model. Devlin et al. [44] proposed BERT, which aimed

to pre-train deep bidirectional representation according to the

context of all layers. However, these two methods are not

suitable for context-free tasks, and require high computer

performance.

Although these above methods yield good performances,

they present several limitations in Chinese word represen-

tation. First, they generally use a single vector to represent

words, ignoring polysemy. This is a major limitation for lan-

guages which have rich semantics, such as Chinese, since

word sense disambiguation is essential for word represen-

tation. Second, a lager amount of corpora are needed for

training model. This is not always possible, since there are

not enough corpora in specific fields. At the same time, large-

scale corpora can cause a great hardware burden. Thirdly,

these methods based on pre-trained results ignore quality

problems of the corpus. Finally, most of the above methods

are based on the English language. Chinese is completely

different in both historically and culturally, thus it is unrea-

sonable to use such models directly.

Multi-prototype word embeddingmodels

To address the above problems, the general method is to con-

struct multi-prototype word embedding models by clustering

contexts. First, Reisinger and Mooney [17] clustered local

contexts to provide a context-dependent vector representa-

tion of different senses for words. The effectiveness of their

model has been demonstrated by a semantic similarity exper-

iment. After that, a new neural network architecture has been

proposed by Huang et al. [18], which combined both local

and global document context. Tian et al. [19] then designed

an expectation–maximization algorithm to learn the multi-

prototype vectors of words. Chen et al. [22] proposed a CWE

model to learn representation by embedding multi prototype

characters. Xu et al. [23] proposed SCEW model to repre-

sent Chinese words by exploiting internal structure of words,

which could realize semantic disambiguation to some extent.

In addition, external expert resources have been intro-

duced which can not only represent polysemous words,

but also complement certain relationships between words,

by adding sematic information. In English system, Juan et

al. [45] evaluated and compared the similarity calculation

methods based on word embedding and knowledge base on

multiple data sets, and found that the combination of the
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two methods could get better results. And in the field of

Chinese, knowledge base HowNet has been introduced as

a prior knowledge, in which sememe is provided to con-

struct attention mechanism for word representation [20,46].

Niu et al. [20] introduced HowNet knowledge base to express

knowledge information, and then synthesized word semantic

representation. However, most methods ignore the inaccu-

racy of pre-trained word embedding and the large amount

demand of corpora. Compared with the existing methods, in

this paper, we introduce Chinese synonym knowledge base

into word representation with small data for the first time to

build a multi-prototype Chinese word representation model.

Our method can revise the representations of pre-trained

words through similar words or related words in synonym

base to achieve a much more accurate word representation

for each concept of each word. The final experimental results

show that our method outperforms the methods listed previ-

ously in word similarity evaluation.

Amulti-prototype Chinese word
representationModel

Overview

Word semantic representation has become an increasingly

important problem in the field of natural language process-

ing. Most methods often fail to express the ambiguity of

words, because they produce an unique vector representa-

tion for each word. To solve this problem, we propose a

Multi-prototype Chinese Word representation (MP-CWR),

the specific research architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The

main idea is that each word, which may reveal more than one

meaning, is related to not only the context words, but also

prior knowledge of words.

The model integrates synonym knowledge for lexical

semantics, the specific steps include knowledge represen-

tation and word similarity evaluation. For knowledge rep-

resentation, first query the synonym word set sensei of

word wt , through a prior knowledge base, namely, Cilin.

It should be noted that if wt has multiple different mean-

ings {sense1, ..., sensei , ..., senseN }, where N represents the

number of meanings for wt , there will be different synonym

sets, and each one consists of multiple words, containing dif-

ferent amounts of information, the i th concept set sensei for

wt is
{

w1
i , w2

i , ..., wM
i

}

, M means the number of the words

in the i th concept of wt . And then these words are assigned

to different word embedding vectors based on the Skip-gram

model. After that, a word dual weight mechanism is pro-

posed to calculate the importance of words in each meaning

set to distinguish the contribution of different prior knowl-

edge, and then to assign a corresponding knowledge vector

representation to the different meanings of each word. In the

word similarity evaluation module, for word pairs w1 and w2,

their respective synonyms and related word sets are obtained

through knowledge representation, and the contribution of

synonyms and related words to the similarity calculation is

coordinated based on the coordination factor β to realize the

evaluation of the semantic representation model. The model

uses the Cilin as a prior knowledge to modify the seman-

tics of words, and can obtain rich semantic representation

under small corpus, reducing the dependence on corpus. At

the same time, the MP-CWR model can not only capture the

ambiguity of words, but also recognize inaccurate pre-trained

embedding representation.

Knowledge base resources

Synonyms knowledge information can indicate intuitively

the relationships between words compared to HowNet which

mainly includes contextual conceptual information. In this

paper, we choose the most common synonyms knowledge

base in Chinese, Tongyici Cilin, for looking up synonyms of

words.

Tongyici Cilin is an important tool which is able to identify

the synonyms of polysemous words. We use the latest ver-

sion HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin (Extended) that is provided

by Harbin Institute of Technology, simplified as Cilin in the

following section. Each line in Cilin represents a synonym

or related set coded by an 8-bit encoding, where the 8th bit is

“=”, “#” or “@”. The state of each word is represented by each

line, where “=” denotes that all words in a concept are syn-

onyms, “#” indicates that the words are related, “@” indicates

that the word exists independently without any synonym or

related word. Figure 2 gives an example of the distribution

for the word “Chinese medicine ( )” in Cilin. The first

layer represents the word “Chinese medicine”, the second

layer denotes the two concepts of the word. One concept is

associated to the people who work in the Chinese medicine

field, and the second is associated to the profession of Chi-

nese medicine. The last layer indicates the synonyms of the

two concepts.

Each word can match different concepts including syn-

onym sets or related set from Cilin. An example of the results

is shown in Fig. 3. The word “ ” (pride) matches two syn-

onym sets in Cilin, indicating that it has two concepts, one

means pride with positive sentiment, the other means arro-

gant with negative sentiment. The word “ ” (angle) has

a synonym and related word set, respectively. Through look-

ing up the expert knowledge resource Cilin, most of words

can match the synonym or related word sets, so that we

can represent the polysemous words to realize the semantic

disambiguation. At the same time, it supplements the rela-

tionship among different words, thus the representation of
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Fig. 1 Overall research framework of MP-CWR model

Fig. 2 Taking the word “Chinese Medicine” ( ) as an example to

show how the Cilin structure works. Since the last layer is synony-

mous, the English expressions of the words are the same as “Chinese

medicine”, there are no additional English annotation

words can be fine-tuned to avoid the phenomenon that the

word representation is poor due to insufficient data.

Knowledge representation

First, we define that the word wt has N concepts, the i th con-

cept sensei of wt consists of a word set
[

w1
i , w2

i , . . . , wM
i

]

,

which may be a set of synonyms or related words. They are

both obtained from the Cilin, and wm
i indicates mth word

in the word concept set sensei . Compared with traditional

Fig. 3 Two examples for looking up Cilin

methods which only consider the context knowledge from

the corpus, we incorporate semantic information from prior

knowledge base Cilin to jointly learn word semantic repre-

sentation.

To realize this idea, the key is to integrate prior knowl-

edge and corpus-based knowledge. We propose a dual weight

mechanism to organically combine the two parts, as shown

in Fig. 4. The weight of prior knowledge is calculated by

the path relationship between words in the prior knowledge

base, and the weight of corpus-based knowledge is obtained
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Fig. 4 Dual weight mechanism
Word dual weight mechanism for of 
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Vector
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Dual weight

by the cosine similarity between the words in each concept.

Finally, the integration results of the two is regarded as the

final importance of each word in each concept.

The process of a dual weight mechanism is as follow,

for i th concept with respect to wt , there are many words

in its synonym or related concept set. Assume that wm
i and

wk
i are any two words in i th concept set, the dual weight is

specifically defined as:

fp

(

wm
i , wk

i

)

= sim
(

wm
i , wk

i

)

, (1)

fv

(

wm
i , wk

i

)

=
〈vo

(

wm
i

)

· vo

(

wk
i

)

〉

‖vo(w
m
i )‖‖vo

(

wk
i

)

‖
, (2)

where fp

(

wm
i , wk

i

)

indicates the importance of prior knowl-

edge, sim(wm
i , wk

i ) represents the similarity obtained by the

hypernyms and hyponyms relationship between words, can

be calculated thanks to the method provided by Zhu et al.

[47], fv

(

wm
i , wk

i

)

indicates the semantic context importance,

which is obtained by pre-trained vectors through point multi-

plication with Skip-gram model. vo

(

wm
i

)

and vo

(

wk
i

)

denote

the initial embedding obtained by the pre-trained model.

The important weight am
t,i of mth word in the i th concept

of wt is defined as:

am
t,i =

M
∑

k=1

fp

(

wm
i , wk

i

)

· fv

(

wm
i , wk

i

)

, (3)

Furthermore, the dual weight-based representation v̂m
t,i of

the mth word in i th concept of the word wt can be obtained,

which is defined as follows:

v̂m
t,i = am

t,i · vm
t,i , (4)

where vm
t,i means the original pre-trained vector representa-

tion of mth word in the i th concept of wt . Finally, the word

embedding representations of all words in the i th concept of

the word wt are combined to obtain the representation of the

i th concept of the word:

v̂t,i =
1

M

M
∑

m=1

v̂m
t,i , (5)

where M represents the number of words in the i th concept

set with respect to word wt .

Word similarity

By landing the word representation module to the word simi-

larity task, the semantic representation effect is evaluated. As

for any two words w1 and w2, we first obtain the meaning of

each word through querying knowledge base resources Cilin,

and some of which are represented by synonymous word sets,

and some are composed of related word sets. Then through

the “Knowledge base resources” section, we can obtain dif-

ferent concept vector representations for each two word w1
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and w2, using S and R, respectively, to distinguish synony-

mous and related word set of i th concept of the two words.

w1 : {v̂S
w1,i1

, v̂S
w1,i2

, . . . , v̂S
w1,in1

}{v̂R
w1,i1

, v̂R
w1,i2

, . . . ,

v̂R
w1,in2

}

w2 : {v̂S
w2,i1

, v̂S
w2,i2

, . . . , v̂S
w2,im1

}{v̂R
w2,i1

, v̂R
w2,i2

, . . . ,

v̂R
w2,im2

}

Among them, n1 + n2 = N1, m1 + m2 = M1, N1 and

M1 are the concept numbers of words w1 and w2, respec-

tively. For the multiple concepts of the words w1 and w2, we

calculate the vector cosine similarity based on the synonyms

and related words, respectively, and obtain the synonym sim-

ilarity s(i, j) and related word similarity r(i, j) of any two

concept sets i and j .

s(i, j) =
〈v̂S

w1,i
· v̂S

w2, j 〉

‖v̂S
w1,i

‖‖v̂S
w2, j‖

, (6)

r(i, j) =
〈v̂R

w1,i
· v̂R

w2, j 〉

‖v̂R
w1,i

‖‖v̂R
w2, j‖

, (7)

Then, we use the combination method to calculate the

word similarity sim(w1, w2), the definition is as follows:

sim(w1, w2) =

∑n1

i

∑m1

j s(i, j) + β(
∑n2

i

∑m2

j r(i, j)

n1m1 + n2m2
,

(8)

where sim(w1, w2) indicates the similarity of words w1 and

w2, β represents the coordination factor, using to adjust the

importance of synonyms and related word sets, it will be

explored in the following experiments and the optimal value

is determined to be 1.

Experiments

Data and experimental settings

For model training, we use the corpora from Sogou Labs,

namely, SogouCA1, which is provided by [48]. To extract

the noise of the corpus, we use the existing Chinese stop-

word dictionary, and treat the categories, such as “it” and

“of” as meaningless words, and finally remove them. To

verify the broad applicability of our model, we also use

some pre-trained word vectors2 provided by [50], includ-

ing Baidu Encyclopedia, Wikipedia, People’s Daily News,

Sogou News, Zhihu QA, Weibo and Literature.

1 http://www.sogou.com/labs/resource/ca.php.

2 https://github.com/Embedding/Chinese-Word-Vectors.

For model evaluation, we choose the WordSim-240 [22],

WordSim-297 [49]3 and RG35 [51] to obtain the perfor-

mance of word similarity computation. The evaluation data

WordSim-240 has 240 word pairs which are mainly related

words, WordSim-297 has 297 words pairs which are mainly

similar word pairs, and RG35 has 35 words pairs. Spe-

cially, WordSim-240 and WordSim-297 are both ordered in a

decreasing manner according to their relevance or similarity.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method MP-

CWR, we use Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficient,

which are widely applied in word similarity task.

Assume that D =
{(

w1
1, w

2
1, X1

)

, . . . ,
(

w1
n, w2

n, Xn

)

,

. . . ,
(

wN 11, w2
N , X N

)}

is used to represent each evalua-

tion data set, N represents the total number of word pairs,
(

w1
n, w

2
n, Xn

)

is the nth word pair, w1
n and w2

n indicate the two

words in nth word pair, Xn is the nth gold-standard similarity

score. Through our MP-CWR model, we can predict the sim-

ilarity Yn of the nth word pair, and then get two sequences

X = X1, . . . , Xn, . . . , X N and Y = Y1, . . . , Yn, . . . , YN .

The key to the evaluation of the similarity task is to find the

correlation between the two sequences. The Pearson (r ) is

defined as

r =

∑

n

(

Xn − X̄
) (

Yn − Ȳ
)

√

∑

n

(

Xn − X̄
)2

√

∑

n

(

Yn − Ȳ
)2

, (9)

where X̄ and Ȳ are the average value of two sequences X

and Y .

The Spearman correlation coefficient (ρ) is defined as

ρ = 1 −
6
∑N

n=1

(

RXn − RYn

)2

N (N 2 − 1)
, (10)

where RXn and RYn are the rank of Xn in X and the rank of

Yn in Y , respectively.

In the experiment, Skip-gram model is chosen as the basic

pre-trained method with 100 dimensions. The parameters of

our model are similar to Word2Vec model with a window of

5, a minimum word frequency of 20, negative adoption and

a sampling rate of 0.001. Other comparative experimental

models are trained based on the same corpus and use the

same parameters. Because of the excessive training loss of

BERT [44], we use pre-trained Chinese words embedding

BERT-Base-Chinese4, and vector dimension of each word

is 768. In the experiment, we train each evaluation data set

for five times to get the average results, so as to ensure the

reliability of models.

3 https://github.com/Leonard-Xu/CWE/tree/master/data.

4 https://www.worldlink.com.cn/osdir/bert-as-service.html.
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Word similarity

Experiments of algorithmic advantage

We utilize about 1 million of SogouCA corpora, to conduct

evaluation experiments based on Pearson(r ) and Spearman(ρ).

We take the similarity task on different models.

1. CiLin-based method [47]: This method calculates the

similarity of words through the path distance between words

in CiLin. Cilin sets an 8-bit encoding for each word, and

the distance between words is the difference between their

encoding.

2. HowNet-based method [47]: This method calculates the

similarity by the concept sets of different words in HowNet.

3. The Skip-gram method [15,28]: It is based on the vec-

tor representation of the current word to predict the vector

representations of context words.

4. The CBOW method [15,28]: It predicts the vector rep-

resentation of the current word by context words.

5. The SAT method [20]: It uses the attention mecha-

nism for knowledge representation, and then synthesizes the

semantic representation of words.

6. The CWE method [22]: It is proposed to obtain multiple-

prototype character embedding for word similarity task.

7. The SCWE model [23]: It considers the Chinese word

and internal structure character to learn the word embedding.

8. The BERT [44]: It pre-trains deep bidirectional repre-

sentation according to the context of all layers.

9. Our MP-CWR model: In this model, we choose the

average between the synonym set and the related set from

Cilin as prior knowledge, that is β = 1.

Table 2 shows the performances of MP-CWR and other

existing models on the word similarity task. In general, the

MP-CWE model is superior to other existing models. In addi-

tion, we can observe that:

1. The performance of the lexicon methods based on

HowNet and Cilin is very unstable. This is because if a word

pair exists in the lexicons, the similarity between words can

be calculated. However, if it is not included, the similarity

cannot be calculated, which also reflects the disadvantage of

the lexicon-based method, that is, the semantic knowledge of

a word that is not in the lexicon or knowledge base resources

cannot be obtained. On the whole, the CiLin-based method

is better than HowNet.

2. The Skip-gram model is the best method based on mul-

tiple word embedding methods, and the overall performance

of different word embedding methods is less volatile. The

performance of small evaluation data set (RG35) is better

than that of the larger data sets (WordSim-240 and WordSim-

297). Meanwhile, though vector dimension of BERT method

is higher than that of the existing methods, the effect is worse.

It is found that most words are highly similar whether they

are similar or not in real world. This may be because BERT

considers the context information of all layers, so that any

two words are highly related. This also shows that BERT

model is not suitable for word similarity task.

3. The proposed model MP-CWR surpasses other existing

methods, including lexion-based method, word embedding

method. Compared with the HowNet and Cilin methods,

when there are many word pairs (such as WordSim-240 and

WordSim-297), the performance of MP-CWR model is sig-

nificantly improved, and the result is more stable. Compared

with the existing word embedding methods, the effect of

MP-CWR method is also significantly improved by adding

synonym knowledge, especially for the RG35 data set. In

general, MP-CWR model has achieved excellent results in

the three data sets, which shows that the method of integrating

synonym knowledge into word embedding can effectively

represent words and enrich the semantic representation of

words.

Applicability experiments

To study the performance of the MP-CWR model, we use

various Chinese word pre-trained vectors from different cor-

pora by Skip-gram with negative-sampling (SGNS)[50] to

calculate the word similarity using WordSim-297 data set.

Because the similarity of words in WordSim-297 data set is

in descending order, to further explore the significance of

synonym information for model, we divided WordSim-297

into three classes (top 100, top 200, all) and analyzed the

various cases, respectively.

From Table 3, we can see that the performances of our

model are better than word2vec, especially for top 100 and

top 200, which demonstrates that the MP-CWR model is

more suitable to analyze similar words. In addition, the effect

is improved significantly for People’s Daily News, Baidu

Encyclopedia and Chinese Wikipedia data sets. The top 100

word-pairs outperforms the traditional Skip-gram model by

improving more than 10%, and the top 200 data increased by

more than 5%. Compared with other data sets, the original

corpora of these three data sets are written by professionals

and the qualities are high. The performance indicates that

our method has good applicability and scalability to different

corpora.

Qualitative analysis for detecting nearest neighbors

We select some polysemous and monosemous words to ver-

ify the validity of our MP-CWR model for detecting nearest

neighbors, and compare the results with existing methods,

such as Word2vec [15], CWE [22] and SAT [20].
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Table 2 Similarity evaluation

experiments
Methods WordSim-240 WordSim-297 RG35

ρ r ρ r ρ r

HowNet 0.0089 − 0.0537 0.2573 0.1908 0.1394 − 0.0101

CiLin 0.0427 0.162 0.3013 0.4037 0.7939 0.8606

Skip-Gram 0.5514 0.5390 0.5820 0.5866 0.5945 0.6601

CBOW 0.51345 0.5155 0.51345 0.5155 0.5804 0.638

CWE 0.5217 0.5304 0.5577 0.5616 0.6432 0.6497

SCWE 0.5292 0.5354 0.5513 0.5596 0.5851 0.591

BERT 0.3250 0.3687 0.4141 0.4407 0.7040 0.7364

SAT 0.5127 0.5224 0.5534 0.5532 0.4313 0.4634

MR-CEW 0.5451 0.5517 0.5919 0.5951 0.9143 0.8784

Table 3 Similarity evaluation

experiment on different corpora
Corpora Size(Bytes) Model WordSim-297

top 100 top 200 all

Literature 511M Word2Vec 0.4232 0.5094 0.6094

MP-CWR 0.5124 0.5204 0.5850

Weibo 531M Word2Vec 0.4108 0.4277 0.5554

MP-CWR 0.4770 0.4355 0.5144

Zhihu 707M Word2Vec 0.5393 0.4991 0.6363

QA MP-CWR 0.5961 0.5174 0.6125

Chinese 960M Word2Vec 0.3696 0.4234 0.5768

Wikipedia MP-CWR 0.4836 0.4870 0.5761

People’s 972M Word2Vec 0.4834 0.4398 0.5851

Daily News MP-CWR 0.5655 0.4894 0.5968

Sogou 994M Word2Vec 0.5288 0.4897 0.6131

MP-CWR 0.5967 0.5076 0.5813

Baidu 1.69G Word2Vec 0.4171 0.4580 0.5946

Encyclopedia MP-CWR 0.5522 0.5156 0.6151

The values in bold represent the best-performing results in this column of indicators

Nearest neighbors for polysemous words

We take polysemous words “ ” (pride) and “ ”(team)

as examples to find their nearest neighbors.

From Fig. 5, the word vectors obtained by word2vec,

CWE and SAT, as we would expect, contain only a sin-

gle meaning. Even though CWE and SAT both construct a

multi-prototype model, in the final stage, the results are com-

bined in a unique word vector. Meaning uniqueness appears

to be a great drawback, since these models could not be

able to express polysemous words. Through the MP-CWR

model proposed in this paper, we can see that the words

“ ”(pride) and “ ”(team) have two meanings after

Cilin’s refining. The two meanings of the first word are proud

and arrogant. Important to note that a distinctive character-

istic of our model is the fact that it is able to represent words

in a more complete and reasonable manner.

Nearest neighbors for monosemous words

In addition to the nearest neighbor experiments of polyse-

mous words, we also analyze the performance of our model

in dealing with monosemous words by choosing Chinese

words “ ”(frog) and “ ”(pregnancy) as examples.

Figure 6 shows that when analyzing the nearest neighbors

of the word “ ”(frog), the results obtained by the other

existing models are mostly related words, but with very dif-

ferent meanings. On the other hand, the method proposed

in this paper detects words that have also similar meaning,

which shows its better ability to find nearest neighbors for

monosemous words with respect to the other models. The

qualitative analyses show that the MP-CWR model yields

a better performance than the other methods, since it is not

only applicable to polysemous words, but also to monose-

mous words.
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Fig. 5 Nearest neighbors for

polysemous words(highest

cosine similarity

Model parameters analysis

To verify the stability of our model under different parame-

ters, we explored three parameters in the model including the

coordination factor β, corpora size, and vector dimension.

Coordination factorˇ

We first train our MP-CWR model using about half of

SogouCA corpora, and then explore the performance of the

model on word similarity tasks under different factor β.

As shown in Fig. 7, the results have similar rules with

the increase of β for different evaluation data sets, first,

they increase gradually, and then keep flat. Especially when

β = 1, the best effect is obtained, and it indicates that

synonyms and related words in the Cilin have the same impor-

tance. It also proves that it can complement the information

of word pair by integrating synonyms and context knowledge

of words.

Influence of different corpus size

To explore the influence of different training corpora of our

model, we extract 0.1 million, 0.3 million, 0.5 million, 0.7

million and 1.1 million from all data which contains 1.1 mil-

lion pieces for experiments. Then we have carried out the

experiments on WordSim-240 and WordSim-297 data sets,

respectively, by fixing the coordination factor and vector

dimension. The performance of our model using different

corpora on word similarity task was explored by analyz-

ing the evaluation index Pearson correlation coefficient. The

experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, on the WordSim-240 eval-

uation data set, with the increase of corpus, the Pearson

correlation coefficient of similarity task fluctuates greatly,

which is similar to the trend of traditional Skip-gram method.

On the WordSim-297 data set, with the increase of training

corpus, our model and Skip-gram model have certain regular-

ity, the Pearson correlation coefficient is rising. But compared

with Skip-gram method, the MP-CWR method always has

better performance. In a word, the effect of the proposed

model is better than the existing method on both kinds of

data, especially on WordSim-297 data set. At the same time,

the corpus size is not stable for the change of the results,

which also shows that our model integrating prior knowl-

edge is more stable, not easily affected by the change of data

size, and more suitable for lexical semantic representation

under small data.
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Fig. 6 Nearest neighbors for

monosemous words(highest

cosine similarity)
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Fig. 7 Results of word similarity for different β on a WordSim-240 and b WordSim-297 using Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficient

Size of vector dimension

To explore the performance of our model in different vector

dimensions, the experiments are conducted on WordSim-240

and WordSim-297 data sets by fixing the coordination factor

and the size of the training corpus. The performance of the

MP-CWR model on word similarity task in different embed-

ded dimensions is explored by analyzing the evaluation index

Pearson correlation coefficient. The experimental results are

shown in Fig. 9.

The results shown in Fig. 9 show that the evaluation data

sets of WordSim-240 and WordSim-297 have similar rules.

With the increase of dimensions, the Pearson correlation

coefficient of our model first increases and then decreases,

the best effect is when the dimension is 200 or 300. Sec-

ond, it can be clearly seen that MP-CWR method has better
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Fig. 8 Results of word similarity for different corpus sizes on a WordSim-240 and b WordSim-297
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Fig. 9 Results of word similarity for different vector dimensions on a WordSim-240 and b WordSim-297

performance than traditional pre-trained method in semantic

capture of model under low dimensional vector, which may

be because that MP-CWR model can integrate rich expert

knowledge and play a complementary role in semantic infor-

mation in low dimension. The overall results show that our

model is better than the existing Skip-gram in the analysis of

small data, and the model can reach a stable level faster. The

results indicate that our proposed model integrates knowl-

edge into the pre-trained word embedding, and the model can

enrich the semantic information of words. In addition, what

needs to be explained is that higher dimensions do not guar-

antee better performance for two reasons. One is because the

increase in dimensions may lead to confusion of information,

resulting in inaccurate results. Another reason is that there

are many noises in the training data itself, and the increase

in dimensions will increase the noise, which may eventually

lead to inaccurate results. Hence the vector dimension is not

proportional to the performance of our model.

Conclusion

We propose a multi-prototype Chinese word representation

model based on expert knowledge base for Chinese word

similarity. Compared with the existing methods, not only

considering the context of corpus, our model incorporates

prior knowledge from synonym knowledge base. We also

fine-tune the word embedding by searching for the less effec-

tive pre-trained vectors, avoiding the difficulty in obtaining

high-quality corpus. This is our revised approach to the

pre-trained model. We search for synonyms of each word

through the Tongyici Cilin, and calculate the cosine similar-

ity between them through the vector of each word, and select

words with low similarity as less effective words. Then we

modify the vector of the word by the vector of the synonyms

of the word. Finally, the experiments demonstrate that our

MP-CWR model is useful for word similarity and nearest

neighbor word detection tasks, and the performances has an

overall improvement compared with the existing methods. In
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addition, our MP-CWR model also has widely applicability

for words, and its performances, which obtains under small

corpus, are comparable to that of large data volume.

Nowadays, the research on word embedding is almost

focused on big data and stronger GPUs to improve the accu-

racy of word representation. This will inevitably lead to a

“computational burden” which requires a great need of com-

putational power. It is necessary to improve the accuracy in

small data to obtain similar results when using large data. In

addition, due to the special structure of Chinese language,

there are several important and related arguments that could

be of great relevance, such as stroke order, radical of Chinese

characters and the representation of words which are missing

in the corpus vocabulary. In future studies, we would like to

concentrate on these above issues for word representation.
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